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Alfil Patrimonial on its way to becoming the first company to join BME
Scaleup

BME's new market, BME ScaleUp, aimed primarily at start-ups, SMEs, family businesses
and reits seeking a first contact with the capital markets, will welcome its first company.
This is the ALFIL reit, which has 23 assets of different types and an initial capitalisation of
€73.5 million.

With this incorporation, BME Scaleup makes its debut a few months after obtaining
authorisation from the CNMV as a new market.

MORE +

What do the BME Growth and BME Scaleup markets offer SMEs?

At the conference held at the Barcelona Stock Exchange, various participants from BME's
junior markets (issuers, institutional investors, financial advisors and public bodies) spoke,
highlighting the advantages that these markets bring to SMEs.

In addition to financing, there are other less tangible elements such as the transparency
and professionalisation of the company, the acquisition and retention of talent and the
possibility of growing inorganically through the payment of shares that give the company
value and a competitive advantage over unlisted companies.

MORE +

INVERSA PRIME celebrates its 5th anniversary as a BME Growth
Company

In these five years, INVERSA has grown from 12 properties to 244, with an average return
on divestments of over 12% and reached the milestone of distributing its first dividend in
2023.
In the words of its chairman: "our participation in BME Growth has given us the stamp of
confidence that investors look for in companies that are in an expansion phase, which has
allowed us to develop a product with a clear social vocation".

MORE +

BME's Pre-Market Environment, training as a strategic asset

The Pre-Market Evnironment (EpM) complements its training by incorporating new
partners to its programme this year 2024 where they share their experience with its
companies on current topics such as the management of relations between investors and
their investee companies, how to get the right shareholders for your company or the
analysis and valuation of start-ups.

With this training catalogue, EpM's objective is, on the one hand, to provide companies
with the training, education and networking necessary to accelerate their growth through
the stock markets and, on the other hand, to provide investors with as much information
as possible to help them in their investment decisions.

MORE +

BME Growth companies research

Company Research firm Date Link

ENERSIDE ENERGY Lighthouse - Estimates review 17/01/2024 Read

VYTRUS GVC Gaesco - Estimates review 09/01/2024 Read

SUBSTRATE AI Lighthouse - Estimates downgrade 29/12/2023 Read

SERESCO Lighthouse - Estimates downgrade 29/12/2023 Read

More research on BME Growth issuers Read
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